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Abstract

In this article we review current literature on cross-modal recognition and present new findings from our studies on object and

scene recognition. Specifically, we address the questions of what is the nature of the representation underlying each sensory system

that facilitates convergence across the senses and how perception is modified by the interaction of the senses.

In the first set of our experiments, the recognition of unfamiliar objects within and across the visual and haptic modalities was

investigated under conditions of changes in orientation (0� or 180�). An orientation change increased recognition errors within each

modality but this effect was reduced across modalities. Our results suggest that cross-modal object representations of objects are

mediated by surface-dependent representations. In a second series of experiments, we investigated how spatial information is

integrated across modalities and viewpoint using scenes of familiar, 3D objects as stimuli. We found that scene recognition per-

formance was less efficient when there was either a change in modality, or in orientation, between learning and test. Furthermore,

haptic learning was selectively disrupted by a verbal interpolation task. Our findings are discussed with reference to separate spatial

encoding of visual and haptic scenes.

We conclude by discussing a number of constraints under which cross-modal integration is optimal for object recognition. These

constraints include the nature of the task, and the amount of spatial and temporal congruency of information across the modalities.

� 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Recognising an object for the first time is a compli-

cated process, yet it is achieved with surprising accuracy.

In visual processing, saccades scan across an object,

analysing its colouring, size and shape. In haptics, the

hand can feel the surface texture, encoding tiny bumps

and grooves whilst simultaneously calculating how

much pressure is needed to stop the object from falling
to the floor. What is felt is combined with what is seen

and a search through memory for translucency, cold-

ness, smoothness and a hollow, cylindrical shape reveals

that you are holding a glass. Both the visual and haptic

systems together can provide clues to the identity of the

object; both perceive a number of similar and a number

of dissimilar object features, and through combining this

information the object can be successfully identified. On
its own, vision could have deduced that it was a glass,
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but would not have provided the information necessary
for the prevention of drinking ice-cold water. Similarly

touch could also have identified the object as a glass but

it would not forewarn you that the contents are ice-cold

tea rather than water. Thus, vision and haptics work

together to create a rich, cross-modal representation of

the glass and its contents.

This brief anecdote demonstrates the co-dependence

between modalities such as vision and touch in object
recognition. For the purpose of object recognition, both

vision and haptics can be considered as image-based, in

that both modalities can acquire shape information for

recognition, albeit using different means. Depending on

the nature of the goal, vision can dominate touch, touch

can dominate vision, or if information is equally reli-

able, then they can both contribute to the percept. An

emergent property of the brain is the integration of this
otherwise disparate information (see Fig. 1) in order to

provide a rich representation of objects in memory [44].

In this paper we review recent studies investigating

behavioural and neural correlates of cross-modal object

recognition. We have deliberately concentrated on the

modalities of vision and haptics only, mainly because it
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Fig. 1. A stimulus in the environment emits a range of information that

can be measured by the different sensory receptors of the central ner-

vous system. In the diagram, light energy radiates off an object, e.g.

glass, onto the retina allowing the process of perception to begin. At

the same time, the surface of the skin in the fingers deforms when it

comes into contact with the glass. These sensory specific codes may

then be combined in the brain and to form a rich representation of an

object. In our example here, a single, transparent, cold and smooth

glass is recognised.
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is only these modalities that can directly determine

shape information for object recognition purposes (al-

though there is evidence that audition can determine the

crude shape and size of objects [18,19] such perception is

indirect and is therefore not considered here). We are

particularly interested in investigating how information

about shape is shared across modalities, whether cross-
modal recognition is efficient relative to within-modal

recognition and finally how large-scale information,

such as scene recognition is shared across modalities. To

start with however, we briefly review recent literature on

processing within these two modalities separately. We

then discuss the candidate cortical areas involved in

cross-modal object recognition. Finally, we describe our

own studies on cross-modal object and scene perception
and suggest factors affecting efficient cross-modal rec-

ognition.
2. Behavioural investigations of visual and haptic percep-

tion

2.1. Visual object recognition

An outstanding achievement of human vision is the

capacity for rapid and seemingly effortless recognition of

objects. Generally, the problem for the visual system is

that recognition has to be achieved despite variation in

the sensory information about an object. Sources of

variation in an object’s image on the retina, for example,

can include changes in viewpoint, changes in shape with
non-rigid movement, or changes in illumination. Yet the
visual system must allow for such changes whilst also
maintaining the uniqueness of the object’s representa-

tion against other similar objects in memory (as, for

example, in face recognition). The problem for vision,

therefore, is that it has to achieve what is known as

‘object constancy’ in order to recognise an object. Visual

object recognition has been the subject of much recent

work by both experimental and theoretical researchers.

An extensive review of the literature on visual object
recognition is beyond the scope of this paper but further

information can be found in [11,58,60].

Recognising configurations of multiple objects, as in

scene recognition, may involve different processes than

those involved in single object recognition. When view-

ing a scene, something of interest may attract the eye,

initiating a saccade which moves the projected image of

the object from peripheral vision to the fovea. Fine grain
information about the object can now be accessed by the

most sensitive area of the eye. Depth cues are used to

deduce the object’s size whereas other information such

as texture and colouring give clues to material it com-

prises. Whilst each object is being scrutinised the larger

context, i.e. the entire scene, must also remain in mem-

ory. The general contents of a scene are crudely per-

ceivable at a glance and can be readily interpreted [3].
However, recent research into ‘change blindness’ has

shown that the consequent representation of the scene

from a glance is neither rich nor detailed (see [54] for a

review). Nevertheless, one advantage of being able to

perceive an entire scene rapidly is that the configuration

of objects and their relative sizes are automatically

available which may provide a context for subsequent

recognition tasks.

2.2. Haptic object recognition

We naturally presume that touch is a slow, inade-

quate system for exploring the world and research on

passive touch tends to confirm this notion. However,

when we engage in haptic perception, that is, when we

actively explore an object with our hands, information
about the object is more easily accessible. Haptic per-

ception (from the Greek word ‘haptikos’ meaning ‘to

touch’) incorporates both touch information from the

skin and kinaesthetic information from the position and

movement of the joints and muscles. Compared to visual

recognition however, our understanding of how object

recognition is achieved by the haptic system is relatively

poor.
Gibson [20] offers some insights into the problems the

touch system has to overcome in order to achieve rec-

ognition: for example, touch also has to solve the

problem of object constancy: that is, even though a

single object which is being manipulated by a hand

stimulates many different receptors across five fingers

and a palm, it is still perceived as a single, stable entity,
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with a uniform surface stiffness. In order to achieve this
percept the brain must integrate different information

from across the five fingers and palm of the hand to

form an adequate representation of the held object (for a

review of the mechanics behind the sensation of touch

the reader is directed to [5]). This is achieved in the brain

because it is expected that the same object can stimulate

receptors in adjacent fingers. The well-known Aristotle

illusion nicely demonstrates this fact [43]. When an ob-
ject (e.g. a pencil) is pushed between two adjacent fingers

one object is perceived with two sensory impressions

made by the two opposite sides of the object. The

information from the haptic system therefore specifies

one object. But if that same pair of fingers is crossed so

that non-adjacent areas of the skin are opposed then the

illusion of feeling two objects is often perceived.

Gibson argued that active touch is essential for effi-
cient acquisition of information about an object. In one

of the classical experiments on touch, Gibson [20] asked

participants to identify the shape of different biscuit

cutters that were either pressed into the person’s palm or

were freely explored. He found that active touch

achieved a 95% success rate at identifying cutter shape

whilst a passive sensation upon the person’s skin only

achieved 29% correct identification (chance being 16.7%
correct). In a similar experiment, Heller [25] limited the

time participants had to explore objects through touch

and found that to match the performance of 5 s of active

touch, participants needed over 30 s of passive stimu-

lation. Along similar lines, Klatzky et al. [33] asked

people to identify one hundred common objects through

active touch and found that almost all of them could be

identified within a few seconds.
Haptics comprises all the elements of passive touch

(mechanoreceptor sensation) plus information from the

kinaesthetic system and other higher order cognitive

processes such as memory and attentional processes.

When exploring an object Lederman and Klatzky [36]

observed that participants were using highly stereotyp-

ical hand movements and over a series of studies, they

categorised and explored each movement. These ste-
reotyped movements were termed ‘Exploratory Proce-

dures’ (EPs), and each EP is specific to the task for the

observer. Examples of such EPs include ‘lateral motion’,

which is used to explore an object’s surface texture;

‘contour following’, which is used for shape perception

and ‘part motion test’ where the range and resistance of

moving parts are determined.

Lederman and Klatzky argued that when confronted
with an object to be recognised, a person will first em-

ploy a general EP that is fast and provides adequate

information across multiple dimensions of the object.

This information is then used to decide which of the

more task specific set of EPs to use and to test

hypotheses about the identity of the object. Thus, a cycle

of EP selection and re-sampling repeats until the object
is identified or sufficient knowledge has been extracted in
order to recognise the object. Lederman and Klatzky

[37] termed this a two-process sequence of haptic

exploration.

2.3. Similarities and differences between vision and haptics

Comparing vision with touch, a distinction can be

made between the nature of encoding information about
an object and the type of information that can be en-

coded. In terms of the nature of encoding information,

vision and touch differ in many ways. Two of the more

of the obvious differences include the rate and the range

of sampling. Vision can readily access information

about an object’s properties, whereas for touch, an EP

must be initiated to gain such information. Even though

multiple features of an object can be sampled simulta-
neously with a broad enough EP, the haptic system can

only explore a set of objects one at a time through a

series of ‘successive impressions’ [20]. Furthermore, the

haptic system typically works within a limited range

around the body, usually within peripersonal space, and

can only interact with objects that are within reachable

distance. For vision, an entire scene can be viewed at the

same time, across a much larger scale. Finally, some
features of an object can only be perceived by one

modality, usually referred to as a modality encoding

bias [38]. For example colour can only be directly per-

ceived visually whilst object mass, surface friction,

hardness and temperature can only be perceived directly

through touch (although it may be possible to infer these

properties through another modality; for example,

steam rising from the glass would suggest the contents
are hot). These cross-modal differences in the timing of

information pick-up and the modality encoding range

may affect cross-modal performance.

Vision and haptics are similar however in terms of

being able to only sample in detail one object at a time,

although vision can often achieve this in a fraction of the

time it would take touch [36]. Both modalities are

capable of measuring object ‘macrogeometric features’
(a term coined by [61]) referring to, for example, object

orientation, size, and gross shape, although the visual

system seems to be more involved in the perception of

macrogeometric features [38] even in the haptic per-

ception of these features [61]. Zangaladze et al. found,

for example, that tactile orientation discrimination in

normally sighted individuals was impaired when focal

transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) was applied to
the visual cortex effectively disrupting visual processing.

They argue that it is because we generally rely on vision

to perceive macrogeometric features such as orientation,

that it has an influence on the haptic perception of that

feature. To a certain extent, both modalities are able to

measure ‘microgeometric’ features such as material dif-

ferences including surface texture [38], although texture



Fig. 2. Information about an object can either be modality specific or can be shared across modalities. In our illustration here, we have mapped task

dependent modality biases. For example, only vision can perceive colour information (left of figure) whereas only touch can perceive mass. Other

features, such as orientation, can be perceived by both modalities. However, each modality can differentially influence the perception of these

features. For example, Zangaladze et al. [61] suggest that orientation perception is dominated by vision. On the other hand Lederman et al. [38] argue

that the perception of some material properties is dominated by touch. Here we characterise the relative influence of each modality on the perception

of different types of object features based on some studies in the literature. Note however that our figure here is by no means comprehensive and acts

mainly as a guide for modality biases in perception.
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perception is more precise in touch than in vision [29],

suggesting that tactile perception may influence the vi-

sual perception of surface texture. In Fig. 2 we illustrate

a number of encoding biases and similarities between

vision and haptics for the purposes of recognising an

object.

The differences or modality encoding biases between

haptics and vision need to be taken into account in any
investigation of cross-modal integration. Several studies

have controlled for such differences. For example, Lo-

omis et al. [40] attempted to equate haptic and visual

learning of stimuli by allowing participants to look at

the stimuli successively through a small aperture during

visual learning. In other studies, visual and haptic per-

formance was rendered equivalent by allowing partici-

pants more time during haptic learning of objects (e.g.
[47]).

Despite these differences, the presentation of a single

object to vision and touch simultaneously will yield a

common subset of information that can be easily shared

across these modalities. When cross-modal encoded

information about an object is both spatially and tem-

porally congruent it is suggested that this information is

automatically integrated (e.g. see [4] for integration be-
tween audition and vision). Such integration allows for

the creation of a rich cross-modal representation of the

object in memory. It is unclear, however, how infor-

mation is integrated across modalities and when inte-

gration is achieved. Some recent studies on cortical areas

involved in cross-modal perception suggest some possi-

ble solutions as to how integration occurs.
3. Cross-modal integration in the cortex

Broadly speaking, two accounts of multisensory

integration are discussed within the neurological litera-

ture. The first view was evident in the 1960s to 1980s
where vision and touch were seen as structurally and

functionally independent systems (e.g. [15]) that broadly

adhered to Fodor’s rules of modularity [16]. Accord-

ingly, a large volume of literature is dedicated to process-

ing in each of these modalities separately. Cross-modal

integration was not considered to occur directly, but

through an intermediatory or translation process such

as through imagery. Recent findings on neuronal or
cortical plasticity, however, have challenged this notion

of modularity: it is now accepted that cortical areas

traditionally considered as sensory specific are not nec-

essarily so and can, for example, be recruited by other

areas in the case of sensory deprivation [50].

The second, more recent, account suggests that ded-

icated multisensory areas exist within the brain to pro-

cess and perhaps store information from two or more
modalities. Researchers have used a variety of tech-

niques and paradigms to identify candidate areas within

the brain involved in shape recognition. For example,

Banati et al. [2] conducted a PET study during a shape

matching task and found that anterior cingulate, infe-

rior parietal lobules and claustrum areas were selectively

activated during cross-modal matching. Using fMRI,

Amedi et al. [1], investigated cortical areas involved in
cross-modal, familiar object recognition. They found

that the lateral occipital complex (LOC), a cortical area

well known to be involved in visual object recognition,

was also active during haptic recognition of familiar

objects. This activation was reduced when visual imag-

ery was controlled for, suggesting that the LOC is di-

rectly implicated in recognition. They suggested that the

LOC is a candidate cortical area for the convergence of
multisensory information about objects. Another recent

fMRI study involving haptic to visual priming of novel

objects also provided evidence for the role of area LOC

in cross-modal object recognition [28].

The question still remains however as to the archi-

tecture of these multisensory areas at the neuronal level.



Fig. 3. An illustration of areal to neuronal convergence continuum

based on Meredith [44]. Three sets of neurons (s) are evident in the

above figure and each receives input from touch and/or vision. In our

illustration, those neurons receiving input from vision are shaded grey

(a) whilst the neurons receiving input from touch are white (b). Hashed

neurons receive input from both modalities (c). Areal convergence is

where different modality specific neurons populate the same cortical or

subcortical area (the left of the figure) and neuronal convergence is

where a single neuron receives input from two or more modalities (the

right of the figure). Meredith argues that most multisensory areas are

characterised by both areal and neuronal convergence as illustrated in

the centre of this continuum.
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For example, area LOC may be populated by neurons
that are each selective to sensory information from one

modality only. Therefore, areas such as the LOC are

multisensory only because they are populated by mul-

tiple, sensory specific neurons. Others suggest the

claustrum as the candidate structural area for multi-

sensory integration [14,23]. Hadjikhani and Roland [23]

propose that multisensory cortical areas perhaps act as

translator mechanisms between the modalities rather
than within-modal representation storage areas. On the

other hand, individual neurons in LOC may be multi-

sensory and selective to particular features irrespective

of modality. Such multisensory neurons have been

found in sub-cortical structures such as the superior

colliculus [49,56] and in cortical areas such as parietal

areas involved in representing extra-personal space [22].

It is feasible, therefore, that there exist multisensory
neurons selectively tuned to features of an object en-

coded through any modality. To our knowledge, how-

ever, there are no studies reporting the existence of such

neurons.

More recent studies have reported that primary sen-

sory areas can also be involved in cross-modal tasks.

For example, Zangaladze et al. [61] found that applying

transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) to the occipital
cortex, an area previously thought to be dedicated for

visual processing, hindered performance on a haptic

grating orientation task. Conversely, visual tasks

involving stimuli with tactile qualities have been shown

to activate somatosensory cortex. Zhou and Fuster [62]

recorded activity in individual neurons in monkey

somatosensory cortex and found that visual stimuli that

are behaviourally associated with tactile information
activated a number of these neurons (in this case, bars

with horizontal or vertical gratings, perceivable by the

haptic system as texture). The task required the monkey

to remember the grating orientation for a short period

and then make a decision about which of two haptically

presented gratings they had just seen. Zhou and Fuster

suggest that neurons in somatosensory cortex are in-

volved in the cross-modal short-term memory of object
features.

Instead of proposing that cross-modal information is

either coded by multisensory neurons or cortical areas

populated with different sensory specific neurons, Mer-

edith [44] proposes that sensory convergence might be

considered as a continuum (see Fig. 3 for an illustra-

tion). He argues that at one extreme of the continuum

convergence is areal where sensory specific neurons from
several modalities converge in the same cortical area. At

the other end of the continuum convergence is neuronal

where a single neuron is able to respond to inputs from

one or both sensory streams. He argues that many

cortical systems may lie somewhere along this contin-

uum coding both sensory specific and multisensory in-

puts.
Interestingly, a number of behavioural effects can be
predicted for each of these extreme accounts. One pre-

diction is that the efficiency in accessing information

stored in multisensory areas should be independent of

the sampling modality. On the other hand, cross-modal

performance should be reduced if uni-modal areas need

to communicate information between each other be-

cause accessing of information across modalities may

require a translation process. Such a process may result
in a cost in performance. We discuss studies investigat-

ing these issues in the following sections.

Observations of neural activation alone might not

reveal phenomenological experiences or the efficiency of

the mechanism involved in performing a cross-modal

recognition task. Behavioural studies can better reveal

how information is shared across modalities. For

example, neuronal activation would not reveal the nat-
ure of the subjective experience in the individual nor

whether the person is experiencing an illusory percept or

a veridical percept. The next section includes a discus-

sion of studies conducted in our laboratory on the

behavioural correlates of within- and cross-modal rec-

ognition.
4. Experimental studies on cross-modal recognition

It is clear that every-day recognition tasks (i.e. those

outside the laboratory) involve the pick-up of informa-

tion from several senses, giving rise to the question of

whether object constancy is solved through cross-modal

processing. In the following sections, we review recent

experiments investigating the role of cross-modal pro-
cessing on object recognition. Since recognition in the

real world is not strictly confined to single objects, we

also report on the role of cross-modal processing in

scene perception.



Fig. 5. Plot showing the results of our single object recognition

experiments across changes in viewpoint between learning and test

involving an interchange of the front and back surfaces (180�) or no
viewpoint change (0�). A change in viewpoint caused a decrease in

percent correct responses within modalities but an increase in percent

correct responses across modalities. See text for an explanation of our

findings.
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4.1. Cross-modal recognition of single objects

In a recent study, Newell et al. [47] reported that vi-

sion and haptics can complement each other in forming

a representation of a three-dimensional object. The au-

thors were particularly interested in investigating whe-

ther combining information across the modalities would

help solve some of the problems affecting object con-

stancy, particularly the problem for recognition of
changing viewpoints (e.g. [10,46]). In our experiments

we measured the effects of viewpoint on visual, haptic

and cross-modal recognition. We used a set of unfa-

miliar objects made from six identical red Legoe bricks.

All objects were presented in a fixed position in front of

the participant. Each object had a different configura-

tion of these bricks, and hence we controlled for differ-

ences in size, texture and colour, which may aid
recognition performance in one modality only (see Fig. 4

for an illustration). Participants performed a recognition

memory task in all the experiments. First, they were

required to learn four target objects in a sequential order

either visually (for 30 s each) or haptically (for 1 min

each). A pilot study revealed that haptic exploration

time needed to be longer than visual exploration time in

order to achieve equivalent performance across these
modalities. The objects were placed behind a curtain

during the haptic condition and participants placed their

hands underneath the curtain to touch the objects. We

gave no explicit instructions on how to learn the objects

except that the object should not be moved. A test ses-

sion followed each learning session. During the test,

objects were presented sequentially and the four target

objects had to be recognised from four similar, non-
targets. Each target object was presented in either the

same orientation as learning (0�), or rotated by 180�,
and in the same modality as learning or in the other

modality.

First, we found that within-modality recognition was

view-dependent. Therefore, the literature on view-

dependent effects in visual object recognition was repli-

cated whilst a new finding of view-dependency in haptic
object recognition was also presented. Although effects

of orientation in tactile perception, such as the mental

rotation of abstract forms [6], have previously been re-

ported in the literature, the effect of orientation in haptic
Fig. 4. An illustration of the type of objects used in our haptic and

visual object recognition experiments.
object recognition was not. Interestingly, in the cross-

modal condition the effects of view-dependency were

reversed (see Fig. 5). In other words, cross-modal rec-

ognition was better when there was a change in orien-
tation between learning and test, but only when there

was an interchange between the front and the back of

the objects and not with left/right changes. These find-

ings suggest that both the visual and haptic systems code

view-specific representations of objects, and that each

system has its own preferential ‘view’ of an object: for

the visual system, it was the surface of the object facing

the observer whereas for the haptic system, it was the
back surface of the object (with respect to the observer).

The finding that the haptic system preferred the back

surface of objects was determined in a separate experi-

ment in the Newell et al. study. Here they measured

haptic recognition to either the front or back surface by

occluding information from the remaining surfaces in

each condition. Recognition performance was better to

the ‘back’ surface. We surmise that this ‘back’ surface is
preferential for the haptic system mainly because of the

position of the hands in relation to the body which in

turn allows for better shape exploration by the fingers.

Representations of these ‘best’ views from vision and

haptics can then be easily shared across modalities when

they are in correspondence (i.e. when the hands explore

a previously viewed surface and vice versa).

On a similar note, an interesting study was recently
reported on haptic face recognition. Kilgour and Le-

derman [32] tested haptic and cross-modal matching

performance of real faces and face masks. They found



Fig. 6. Plot showing the effect of within-modal and cross-modal rec-

ognition of objects under unconstrained ‘viewing’ conditions, i.e. the

objects could be freely moved for visual or haptic sampling. We found

that cross-modal recognition performance was worse than within-

modal performance indicating that spatial correspondence is necessary

for cross-modal object recognition.
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that for some face-stimuli groups visual to haptic face
matching was more accurate than haptic to visual face

matching. Haptic matching performance did not im-

prove by the presence of vision during learning, leading

to the suggestion that a visual code did not easily

transfer to haptics for matching purposes. However,

based on the findings in the Newell et al. [47] study,

there may be another possible explanation for their

cross-modal results: during haptic learning the face
stimuli may not have been presented in an optimal ori-

entation with respect to the observer, to allow for effi-

cient cross-modal matching. If, for example, the face

stimuli were positioned such that they are facing away

from the participant, and the participant’s hands ex-

plored the face from that position, i.e. a more natural

position for the hands as argued earlier, then cross-

modal performance might improve. Clearly, more re-
search is required to test the generalisability of the

‘haptic view’ claim.

Although other studies have also emphasised the role

of finger exploration for efficient haptic object recogni-

tion [34], the Newell et al. [47] study further proposes

that the haptic representation of an object can be shared

with the visual system by matching across surfaces. In

order for cross-modal access to an object’s representa-
tion to occur, however, the same surface should be

perceived by both modalities. Under conditions where

cross-modal surface correspondence is not optimal, for

example if the object can be freely moved, then we

would predict poor cross-modal performance in this

case because the ‘best’ surfaces are unlikely to be

properly matched and integrated. This prediction was

recently tested in a cross-modal recognition study under
conditions of unconstrained viewing [13]. The same

stimuli and design as in the Newell et al. [47] study were

used, except that in this study, participants were allowed

to palpate freely the objects in the haptic modality. For

the visual condition, each object was placed into a

transparent Perspex ball. In this way, the participants

could freely view each object without actually touching

the object. Both within-modal and cross-modal recog-
nition was measured.

When viewing or palpation is unconstrained, cross-

modal recognition was worse than within-modal recog-

nition (see Fig. 6). This finding fits with the prediction

that efficient cross-modal recognition depends upon

spatially constraining the surfaces of objects in order to

match the best ‘views’ across modalities. In other words,

spatial integration of the surfaces of the objects is the
key to efficient cross-modal recognition. We might ask,

however, how cross-modal recognition is affected when

both modalities are used simultaneously during learn-

ing, i.e. when the object is actively touched in the pres-

ence of vision, relative to when the object is either

visually or haptically explored during learning. Here we

would predict that cross-modal learning would enhance
recognition performance because all surfaces are neces-

sarily in correspondence during learning. An interesting

study reported recently by Harman et al. [24] also sug-

gests a role for surface correspondence across modalities

in object recognition. They found that when an observer

could actively move a virtual image of an object on a

screen recognition performance was better than when
active movement was not conducted and the observer

passively viewed the same sequence of object views.

Therefore, manipulation enhanced visual recognition

performance. Haptic perception per se was not tested in

the Harman et al. study, therefore, the question still

remains as to whether cross-modal active learning (i.e.

seeing and feeling the object at the same time) can en-

hance recognition relative to active visual or haptic
learning alone. We recently tested this notion and found

that indeed cross-modal learning of novel objects pro-

moted better recognition performance than either visual

or haptic learning alone [13].

4.2. Cross-modal recognition of multiple objects

The simultaneous recognition of more than one ob-
ject, for example a scene of objects, clearly presents a

different problem for cross-modal recognition because

of the larger spatial scales involved. It is unlikely, for

example, that fast scene recognition would involve the

type of exploratory hand movements typical for single

object recognition [36]. Spatial integration for scene

recognition involves integrating across objects over a

possibly large scale thus affecting larger differences be-
tween visual and haptic encoding. There may be a

sequential nature to global scene exploration within the
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haptic domain [26] (i.e. the hands move to one object at
a time), which would mean that the spatial structure of

the scene is only available when information about the

entire content of the scene is integrated. Visual scene

recognition, on the other hand, does not necessarily

involve the same serial processes. In large-scale scenes,

however, spatial integration would be required across

eye fixations [27,51]. Generally though, the contents of a

scene can be rapidly perceived by the eye [3]. Haptic
space, on the other hand, is limited to peripersonal

space, although it does have some flexibility such as

when tools are wielded [35]. Furthermore, the repre-

sentation of haptic space has been found to be distorted,

i.e. non-Euclidean compared to the representation of

visual space which is considered to be Euclidean [30].

Recent research has shown that our visual memory

for scenes is sensitive to changes in orientation with
respect to the observer [7,55]. In the Diwadkar and

McNamara study, participants were first required to

study a real scene of 6 objects for 30 s. Their memory for

this scene was then tested using images of the target

scene from different angles against similar distractor

scenes (i.e. novel configurations of the same objects).

They found that scene recognition performance was a

function of angular distance to the original view
(Experiment 1) or different training views (Experiment

2). Simons and Wang [55] also tested the effects of ori-

entation on the recognition of real scenes of objects

placed on a table. They found that 47� changes in the

orientation of a scene of objects between learning and

test significantly reduced recognition performance.

Interestingly, scene recognition performance was not

just dependent on the retinal projection of the scene: no
effects of orientation were found when the observer

could move themselves to a new viewing position 47�
away from the learning position. This again indicates

the importance of active perception. These studies,

therefore, suggest that visual spatial memory perfor-

mance is similar to single object recognition, at least in

terms of orientation-dependency. But what was not

known is how similar haptic spatial memory is to visuo-
spatial memory.
Fig. 7. An illustration of a typical target scene used in our haptic and visual m

a 0� angle on the left and from 60� rotation on the right.
By investigating cross-modal recognition perfor-
mance we may be able to provide a clearer under-

standing of the nature of the encoded information

within each modality and how this information is shared

in order to recognise scenes of objects. In our study, we

tested observer’s ability to recognise the spatial layout of

objects in a scene both uni-modally (either haptically or

visually) or across modalities [48]. Specifically, our two

experimental questions were (a) is cross-modal scene
recognition efficient relative to within-modal recognition

and (b) is cross-modal recognition affected by changes in

the orientation of the scene?

The stimulus set of objects used included 15 wooden

shapes of familiar objects, seven of which were ran-

domly placed on a rotatable platform in any one trial

(see Fig. 7 for an illustration of a typical scene shown in

both 0� and 60� rotations). We attempted to provide
equal accessibility to object properties across both

modalities by allowing participants 10 s to view the

scene and 1 min for haptic exploration during learning.

These presentation times were determined in a pilot

study and give equivalent within modality recognition

performance across vision and haptics. After learning,

the position of two objects was exchanged whilst keep-

ing the orientation of the individual object constant and
participants had to identify the swapped objects at test.

Thus within a trial the same object positions were

occupied between learning and test although two objects

were swapped at test. We maintained configural infor-

mation of the object scenes for two reasons: first, at least

for visual processing, we did not want participants

extracting a global shape of the scene in order to do the

task. Second, we wanted to ensure that haptic memory
was based on touch alone and not on proprioceptive

cues such as body movement or body-centred posture

due to changes in the global configuration [45]. Testing

occurred either within or across modalities and under 0�
or 60� rotation of the scene.

We found that recognition performance was impaired

by a change in modalities at test. We also found that

both within- and cross-modal scene recognition was
sensitive to orientation changes with respect to the ob-
ultiple object recognition experiments. The same scene is depicted from



Fig. 8. Plot showing the effects of orientation across within-modal (V–

V and H–H) and cross-modal (V–H and H–V) scene recognition

conditions. Changes of 0� and 60� refer to changes in the orientation of

the scene between learning and test. A cost in recognition performance

was found with changes in orientation of 60� and with changes in

modality.

Fig. 9. Plot showing the effects of a verbal interpolation task on within-

modal (V–V and H–H) and cross-modal (V–H and H–V) scene rec-

ognition conditions with changes in orientation. Changes of 0� and 60�
refer to changes in the orientation of the scene between learning and

test. The within-modal haptic condition (H–H) was affected by the

interpolation task relative to conditions involving visual learning (V–V

and V–H) or visual testing (H–V).
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server (see Fig. 8). This result indicates that vision and

haptics can share a common, orientation sensitive code

for scene perception.

The relative cost in cross-modal recognition suggests

a difference in encoding of information between vision

and haptics. One possible difference is that visual infor-

mation can be encoded holistically over large scales

whereas haptic encoding is generally serial. However we
also noticed that some participants recalled the objects’

names. We therefore decided to test the role of verbal

mediation in cross-modal recognition performance in a

separate experiment. We repeated our experiment de-

scribed above but now required participants to perform

a verbal interpolation task (i.e. generate lists of words

aloud beginning with a random letter) between learning

and test. Again we found that cross-modal recognition
was less efficient than within-modal performance. More

pertinently, verbal interference produced more errors in

all conditions involving haptic perception, relative to the

vision–vision condition (see Fig. 9). Furthermore, the

effect of orientation remained for within-modal but not

for cross-modal recognition, suggesting a demand on

central processes which made the task more difficult.

The relatively poor transfer from haptics with verbal
interference suggested a modality encoding bias, with

evidence for a role of verbal recoding in haptic percep-

tion.

Other studies have also shown an effect of verbal

interference in haptic memory tasks. When two se-

quences of tactile stimuli were presented to the fingers,

Mahrer and Miles [41] reported that matching perfor-

mance was affected by the presence of a verbal inter-
polation task during the delay between presentations
but not by the presence of a tactile interference task.

This result suggests a role for verbal rehearsal in the

memory of tactile sequences. However, their results also
indicate the role of visuo-spatial processing: when the

task required matching the tactile sequence to a visual

image of a hand then performance improved. Mahrer

and Miles therefore argue that tactile memory can ex-

ploit both visuo-spatial and verbal processes for recall

purposes. Our data also indicate a role for both a verbal

recoding in haptic learning, together with a more visuo-

spatial encoding for the purposes of cross-modal rec-
ognition. Furthermore, these data suggest that both

visual and haptic encoding involves a mapping of spatial

relations between objects into, perhaps, a body-centred

reference frame [9] thus accounting for the effect of

orientation within and across modalities.

Taken together, our findings from single object and

multiple object recognition tasks indicate that orienta-

tion dependency is a common characteristic of different
sensory systems. For cross-modal recognition the find-

ings from our studies suggest that efficient performance

is dependent on the nature of encoding shapes across

modalities. For example, visual and haptic recognition

of single objects was view-dependent and efficient cross-

modal performance was based on matching across cor-

responding ‘views’ or surfaces of these objects. This

finding suggests that it is a common code (i.e. surface
related), coupled with common processing (i.e. view

dependence) which allows for cross-modal recognition.

Thus, when there was a possible discrepancy of encod-

ing across modalities as in the scene perception studies
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(e.g. spatial encoding for vision versus serial encoding,
or verbal recoding, for haptics), cross-modal recognition

was less efficient. This reduction in efficiency may be due

to a translation process of information from one

modality into a format congruent with the other

modality. We are currently investigating these possible

mechanisms underlying the cross-modal recognition of

objects and scenes.
5. Factors affecting cross-modal integration

A number of factors can affect the nature and extent

of cross-modal integration. Chiefly amongst these fac-

tors are (a) the demands of the task, (b) encoding con-

ditions and (c) spatial and temporal congruency of

object information. These factors will be discussed in the
following sections.

5.1. Task effects

As already discussed, modality specific attributes lead

to an automatic capture of certain object properties. If

the task itself specifies the object properties that are

predominantly sampled by one modality over the other,
then a degree of sensory capture will be evident. Inter-

estingly, Lederman and Klatzky [36] observed that

sometimes when vision and touch were used together,

hand exploration could be dramatically reduced. The

predominance in a situation of one modality over the

other not only may prevent integration, but also perhaps

prevent encoding in the ‘weaker’ modality.

It was recently reported that the extent to which
information from one modality is used over another

depends on the reliability of that information within

each modality [12]. Previously, Rock and Victor [53]

argued that for shape perception vision can dominate

touch, thus coining the term ‘visual capture’. However,

more recent studies have suggested that ‘capture’ is an

extreme form of cross-modal processing and that deci-

sions are generally based on the reliability of informa-
tion in each modality. For example, Ernst and Banks

[12] systematically adjusted the reliability of visual

information in a visual-haptic height judgement task.

Using a cross-modal cue conflict paradigm, Ernst and

Banks decreased the reliability of the visual information

and found that haptic information increasingly influ-

enced the participant’s percept. Thus, the integration of

visual and haptic information is achieved in a statisti-
cally optimum way with the use of sensory information

from either vision or haptics being dependent on the

estimated reliability of that information.

The familiarity of the task and stimuli may also affect

integration. When learning to drive, for example, ini-

tially each cross-modal action is performed explicitly

until automatic co-ordination between vision and touch
is achieved. At first, changing into third gear requires a
glance at the gear stick to find out exactly where it is, a

press on the clutch with your foot and then a poorly

timed, clumsy movement of the gear stick. As much

information as possible is gathered about the task of

changing gear through touch and vision (and through

audition when the car screams its protests) but through

practice, such overt cross-modal integration is not nee-

ded and the gear can be changed through feel alone.
Familiarisation can lead to the optimisation of infor-

mation encoding such that other sensory information is

no longer explicitly encoded but can be retrieved from

memory for task completion.

5.2. Attentional effects and feature integration

The role of attention on feature integration in vision
has been extensively studied over the past few decades.

In 1986, Treisman [59] proposed that attention is nec-

essary in order to bind, or integrate across features of an

object. She used a visual search paradigm to illustrate

her argument. If a target object is defined by a unique

feature relative to non-target objects (e.g. a green X

amongst red Xs), attention is not required in order to

identify or locate the object. This is the so-called pop-
out effect, and is characterised by a flat slope of response

times to locating the target plotted against number of

non-targets in a display. If the target is specified by a

conjunction of features that can also belong to non-

targets (e.g. searching for a green X among green Ys and

red Xs), then serial attention is required on each object

in a display in order to locate the target. Thus response

times would increase with an increase in the number of
non-targets in a display. Although, as far as we are

aware, this idea has not yet been tested in a cross-modal

context, we might assume that the same principle would

extend to a cross-modal search task. If a target object is

defined by a conjunction of cross-modal features then

we would expect that locating or identifying the target

would require serial attentional processing in order to

integrate features of the object across modalities. Driver
[8] noted that some cross-modal binding between vision

and audition for the purpose of speech localisation can

occur without the need for attention. However, we do

not yet know how attention affects our perception of

cross-modal events that are less familiar than speech

recognition or localisation.

5.3. Encoding effects

For integration to occur, the same object must be

experienced by both vision and touch at the same time.

Optimum integration depends on the type of object

being sampled and the amount of information encoded.

For example, Calvert et al. [4] argue that for stimuli with

low information content (e.g. a light flash and a sound
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burst) then temporal congruency would be sufficient for
optimal binding to occur. On the other hand, stimuli

with high-level information content (i.e. more complex

objects) may have to rely on a combination of temporal

and spatial congruency for optimum integration.

Two spatially independent events can be integrated if

a high degree of temporal congruency is evident between

them. The effect of such integration can often be illu-

sory. Perhaps the best known examples of cross-modal
illusions concern the interaction between audition and

vision, for example the McGurk or ventriloquism effects

[8,42]. However, the introduction of a delay between

the presentation of a stimulus from one modality to the

other would likely affect integration. A delay would re-

quire the first presentation to be held in memory and

this would be subject to decay effects and possibly

interference effects [21,39,57]. What is not yet known,
however, is the extent of the time window within

which integration occurs, although this is likely to be

dependent on the decay rate of information across

modalities.

Spatial congruency across modalities can either en-

hance known information about an object or degrade it.

When information across modalities is spatially con-

gruent then cross-modal recognition can be enhanced
[13]. Reales and Ballestersos [52] found that when an

object was presented in one modality (vision or haptics)

the recognition of that same shape in the other modality

was facilitated. Therefore, spatial congruency allowed

for cross-modal priming. Spatial congruency can also

result in cross-modal illusions. For example, touch

(particularly in judging the dimensions of an object for

grasping) can be affected by visual illusions such as the
Ebbinghaus illusion [17]. These findings suggest that

spatially congruent information is processed in a similar

way across modalities. On the other hand, low spatial

congruency can lead to a degradation of an object’s

representation in memory [31,39,41]. For example,

Kerzel [31] found that participant’s memory for the

velocity of a visual stimulus was affected by different

movement of the participant’s own arm. A simultaneous
but relatively slower arm movement resulted in a

memory of a slightly slower visual stimulus than the

veridical speed of the visual stimulus, and the opposite

effect was found with a faster arm movement.
6. Conclusions

In summary, the aim of this paper was to explore

cross-modal object and scene recognition and to deter-

mine the factors which influence integration across these

modalities. We first reviewed the literature on object

recognition within vision and touch separately. A

number of distinctions were made between the way in

which vision and haptics encode and represent object
information based on the object features each modality
can encode. We then proposed two different accounts of

how cross-modal information might be integrated in the

cortex. In the first account, integration occurs when uni-

modal areas communicate indirectly with each other

through an intermediatory or translation process. In the

second it is proposed that multisensory neurons are

tuned to information from all modalities. Although,

through recent neuroimaging studies a number of cor-
tical structures have been implicated in cross-modal

object recognition it is not yet clear whether these areas

are involved in translating information from one

modality to the next or whether they are truly multi-

sensory areas at the neuronal level.

Our own behavioural investigations suggest that

cross-modal recognition is dependent on a common

code and a common form of processing between the two
modalities: for single object recognition we found that

information about an object’s surfaces is encoded by

both the visual and haptic system. Cross-modal recog-

nition in this case is dependent on the direct corre-

spondence of surface information across the modalities.

For scene recognition we also found that each modality

was sensitive to the general orientation of the scene with

respect to the observer. However, cross-modal recogni-
tion was less efficient than within-modal recognition. We

suggest that poor cross-modal transfer in scene recog-

nition may be due to the differences in the encoding of

large-scale items across the modalities; visual encoding

is largely holistic over large scales whereas haptics is

based more on the serial encoding of objects. Finally,

factors necessary for the optimal integration of cross-

modal integration were briefly discussed, including task
demands, attentional and encoding effects.

Vision and touch are very different information

capture systems that measure a range of object attri-

butes. Through integration of information across the

senses we are able to create a much richer representa-

tion of our world. We have discussed behavioural and

neurological evidence that suggest mechanisms for how

cross-modal integration might occur across vision and
haptics. Clearly, however, many questions remain out-

standing before we can provide a better understanding

of how, where and when such rich representations

are developed that allow for optimal recognition

performance.
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